The Classified Selection Committee
would like to report that the following classified members have agreed to serve on committees and task forces:

Archives
Cathi Boronkay

Space Allocation Standing Committee
Marilyn Joyce
Kathleen Gilmore

International Studies
Barbara Mackie
Marilyn Cappa

Electronic & Print Advisory Committee
Kathy Reilly
Julie Catalano

Smoking Task Force
Cindy Heileson
Jean Phillips

Non-Instructional Program Review Task Force
Linda Wheeler
Sandy Davis
Grace Butler
Toni Magaldi

District Technology Committee
Nancy Ryman-Grant

Staff Development Coordinator Screening Committee
Tara Franco
Jackie Winterbauer
Book Center Advisory
Arden Muller

Developmental Education Advisory
Barbara Mackie

Transfer Center Task Force
Sandra Mills

Classified Staff Development
Marcie Bracy McDaniels

Welfare Task Force
Donna DeRusso
Martha Schoonover

Student Recruitment
Toni Magaldi

Grant Writing Advisory
Rashan Dahi

If you are interested in serving on campus committees please contact:
Linda Robbins, ext. 209
Marilyn Cappa, ext. 447
Jeanie Dewhurst, ext. 608
or Cathy Ingersol, ext. 663

Declining Enrollment
continued from page 2

an impact on this problem area. These classes could be composed somewhat by the existing curriculum. The suggestive approximate length might be a month, allowing the student to accommodate three or four such classes during the course of a semester. The longer intensive day period and the shorter number of weeks permits individuals a greater range to adapt work schedule. The concern of mid-semester drops would be significantly reduced by this while allowing the student to complete their program as their time permits. The additional incentive provided by an Associate of Science degree might well be extended to some of the vocational study programs.

On a finishing note, the area of advertising representation is one we might pay attention to. We are essentially in competition with the advertising campaigns of private institutions who have devoted accounts of considerable size to this end. However, we do have the option which we can exploit in unity with all or most of California’s other community colleges. We have an established statewide network through which we can promote by cooperative agenda community colleges to be the best and most cost effective way to obtain a high tech vocational education. We could illustrate this in conjunction with the advantages of a complete well-rounded education. Statewide advertising could develop to encompass network television, rather than the current use of obscure local advertising at off-peak times. There are successful examples of this tactic on both the state and national level of organization existing making the best use of shared limited budget dollars.
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